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Dear Friends,

Instituto Acaia has its 10th anniversary in 2011. These ten years have been dedicated 

to children and adolescents, and by creating bonds of trust, we started to assist families of 

the social groups in each center too. There are three distinct aspects of the institute’s work, 

bearing in mind that engaging with children and adolescents means being involved in all 

their surrounding social and cultural dynamics.

Our ambition leads us to go further than the attempt to assist children and adolescents. 

We want to formulate guidelines for our activities, whose aim is to provide our students 

with the basic personal and intellectual structure they will need in their lives.

Since we had no predetermined model in mind when we started our work, we are 

building on our “experience” and constantly evolving. Sometime in the near future, we 

hope to submit a reasonably consolidated outline of the basic structure of our work. 

Meanwhile we are getting on with the job and our everyday projects. But we are ready to 

learn lessons from our own work, and from what we see sister institutions doing too.

The work of the Ateliê, Sagarana and Pantanal centers is described in more detail in the 

following pages.

All the centers are working with children and / or adolescents in socioeconomically 

vulnerable situations. Ateliê works with the community around the Ceasa produce center; 

Sagarana is for adolescents from public schools who hope to continue their education 

beyond secondary level (which in Brazil corresponds to “high-school” and covers the 14-18 

age-group, assuming their ages are in step with their school year); Pantanal with a broad 

focus on conservation of the region, and children and adolescents from riverside areas at 

a boarding-school type of center. Each center has to deal with its own specific situation, so 

they develop specific strategies to get closer to the people concerned.

Readers will see that 2011 was a year of conceptual advances in education, closer 

relations (EMEF Dilermando dos Santos, partner schools, Fundação Bradesco) and 

administrative improvements too.

We acknowledge and invite all those with similar concerns to follow our work and we 

appreciate suggestions, criticisms and contributions.

Fernão Bracher
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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

Origins of Instituto Acaia
Founded: April 3, 2001

Address of headquarters:
R. Dr. Avelino Chaves, 80 
Vila Leopoldina CEP 05318-040 
São Paulo SP Brazil 
Tel: 55 (11) 3643-5533 
Fax: 55 (11) 3643-5510 
e-mail: acaia@acaia.org.br 
www.acaia.org.br

2011 budget: R$5,214.,4.54. .00 
Estimated for 2012: R$5,873,002 .14.

In 2009, the local authority’s official body 
for children and adolescents in São Paulo 
(CMDCA/SP) authorized Acaia to 
undertake projects that will be eligible for 
tax-relief on donations as of 2011.

TITLES

CMDCA Municipal Councils for the Rights of Children and 
Adolescents (Conselho Municipal dos Direitos  
da Criança e do Adolescente) - in São Paulo  
and Corumbá 

COMAS Municipal Council for Social Assistance (Conselho 
Municipal de Assistência Social), São Paulo and 
Corumbá

CEBAS Certificate of Beneficent Entity for Social Assistance 
(Certificado de Entidade Beneficente de Assistência 
Social)

SMADS / SP  Municipal Department of Social Assistance and 
Development (Secretaria Municipal de Assistência  
e Desenvolvimento Social)

SEADS / SP State of São Paulo Department for Social Assistance 
and Development - Certificate of Registration  
as Social Entity

UPF  Federal Public Utility (Utilidade Pública Federal)

UPE  State Public Utility (Utilidade Pública Estadual)

UPM Public Utility – Municipal Government (Utilidade 
Pública Municipal) - São Paulo and Corumbá

CRP  São Paulo Regional Psychology Council (Conselho 
Regional de Psicologia de São Paulo)

CDH  Human Rights Fostering Entity Certificate (Certificado 
de Entidade Promotora de Direitos Humanos)

Operating License
Municipal Government of Sao Paulo 

Fire Department Inspection Certificate

State of São Paulo Militarized Police Force 
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President and Vice President 

Fernão Bracher and Sonia M. S. B. Bracher

Director 

Elisa Bracher

Board Members  

Mario Luiz Amabile  

José Eduardo Frigo  

Ronaldo Amaral 

Administrative Officers 

Sandra Alves Silva

Advisor  

Caetana Dultra Britto

Administrative Assistant 

Thiago José de Macedo

ADVISORY POSITIONS

Legal  

Sandra Alves Silva 

Theotonio Monteiro de Barros

Accounting / Finance 

Empresarial FS

Auditors 

Price Waterhouse Coopers

DONORS

Individual Donors 

Candido Botelho Bracher  

Eduardo Mazzilli de Vassimon  

Ezequiel Grin 

Fernão Carlos Botelho Bracher  

Heinz Jorge Gruber  

Henrique Lacerda de Camargo  

Maria Cecília Lacerda de Camargo  

Sonia Sawaya Botelho Bracher  

Teresa Cristina Ralston Bracher

Corporate Donors 

Banco Itaú BBA  

Vitol Charitable Foundation  

São Paulo Municipal Department for 

Participation and Partnership  

(FUMCAD/SP funds)





Total attendees: 320

Divided as follows:

100 children (aged 6-11) in the morning  

period

110 adolescents (aged 12-17, cutoff on 

reaching 18) in the afternoon period

40 adults accompanied by their young 

children (10 under 6) for the night period

40 children and adolescents (aged 1-15) 

and 30 adults at Acaia hut-schools in two 

shantytowns, Favela da Linha and Favela 

do Nove 

Activities offered:

Arts 

Library 

Craft jewelry

Capoeira

Sewing and Embroidery 

Cooking

Dance

Feelings Workshop (individual therapy 

sessions, groups, families and as part of 

the activities) 

Language / Study Workshop 

Carpentry and Math 

Music 

Video

Woodcuts and Typography 

Audio Technical 

Youth and Adult Education (EJA) 

Legal advice center
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Legend

INSTITUTO ACAIA / 
POSTO ACAIA DENTRO DA 
FAVELA DO NOVE / 
POSTO ACAIA DENTRO DA 
FAVELA DA LINhA

FAVELA JAPIAÇU (NOVE) / 
FAVELA VOTORAN (LINhA) 
/ CINGAPURA

CEAGESP

91º DP – DELEGACIA 
DE POLÍCIA

ZEIS – ZONA ESPECIAL 
DE INTERESSE SOCIAL, 
DESTINADA À hABITAÇÃO 
SOCIAL, ONDE ESTÃO EM 
CONSTRUÇÃO 5 EDIFÍCIOS 
DE ALTO PADRÃO PELA 
CONSTRUTORA AGRA

VILLA LOBOS OFFICE 
PARK, CONSTRUTORA 
CYRELA

INSTITUTO ACAIA / ACAIA 
OFFICE IN NOVE ShANTY 
TOWN/ ACAIA OFFICE IN 
FAVELA DA LINhA ShANTY 
TOWN

FAVELA JAPIAÇU (NOVE) / 
FAVELA VOTORAN (LINhA) 
/ CINGAPURA 

CEAGESP

POLICE STATION – 91st 
PRECINCT 

SPECIAL AREA OF 
SOCIAL INTEREST (LOCAL 
ACRONYM ZEIS), TO 
BE USED FOR SOCIAL 
hOUSING, WhERE hIGh-
END BUILDINGS ARE 
BEING ERECTED BY 
DEVELOPER AGRA

VILLA LOBOS OFFICE 
PARK, CYRELA 
CONSTRUCTION CO. 

2011
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FIELD OF ACTIVITY

Our Location / Target segment

The institute and Ateliê Acaia have headquarters in the western area of São Paulo, near 

CEAGESP, Latin America’s largest produce distribution center.

There are two slums or shantytowns (favelas) in the area around CEAGESP: “Favela do 

Nove” and “Favela da Linha”, and there is a housing complex known as “Cingapura 

Madeirit”, where most of our students are from. In these favelas and Cingapura, there are 

some 1,030 families and 4,500 people living in socially vulnerable conditions.

We operate in periods of the day when pupils are not at their regular school.

Note: This graph was based on a subjective, unscientific survey in the form of informal interviews at Ateliê Acaia.

Family structure

55,8% Very bad19,4% Regular

1,6% Good   

23,2% Bad

Close relative in prison or trafficking

67,5% Yes

0 No

24,8% Favela do Nove 36.7% Cingapura 
housing complex

14.2% other neighborhoods

Homes

24,3% Favela da Linha

32,5% Not known
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INTRODUCTION

2011 was a very fruitful year for Ateliê

Ateliê continued its intake with children divided in four different stages. This division is 

pragmatic and may be adjusted.

Pre-Reception (adults and children of various ages)

Comprising initiatives in the Cingapura housing complex, at our hut-schools, and at our 

HQ at night, to cater for children and adults with more flexible schedules and proposals.

Reception (aged 6-12)

It is the stage for them to come in make themselves comfortable - organizing themselves 

internally as they do things, understanding their attitudes and emotions, bonding and 

building relationships. Learning to appreciate the other’s point of view, sharing and getting 

along or being at ease, asking rather than grabbing, talking rather than yelling.

Autonomy (aged 12-14.)

In Autonomy, children are at ease, organized and able to choose an area of activity. The 

work will focus on products in the workshop they choose, and these children will have an 

agenda set for them and targets to meet.

Specialization (14.-17, cutoff age 18)

Young people who have developed well in the Autonomy stage and go onto to 

concentrate on their chosen field of activity. The classes will be very demanding in relation 

to punctuality and completing tasks. They start to do some professional work.

FUNCTIONING

Workshops are grouped into four types:

1. Open (reception or welcoming): in which attendance is totally free and projects are 

developed according to each child’s ability: arts, carpentry and library.
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2. Mixed: groups with predetermined projects, but with room for reception welcoming to 

take place too. Woodcuts, pottery, typography, singing, percussion and sewing / 

embroidery.

3. Focused: in which closed groups work to a predetermined program and expectations 

for education/training. Video, strings group, cooking, sound technician.

4. Math and Language Workshop / Study Workshop: written language and reading 

development is mandatory for all students. In the morning period, it takes the form of 

reading groups and reading-writing classes. In the afternoon, there are three groups:

Pupils enrolled in 5th and 6th grade have classes 2 or 3 times a week during the period 

of workshops, in the library, classrooms and doing research projects through Ateliê, focusing 

on reading, writing and mathematics.

Groups of students in 7th and 8th grades, who are supposedly in the Autonomy stage, 

have the entire workshop period for their chosen fields of activity and then another 1.5 

hours of Portuguese, mathematics, natural sciences and humanities classes.

After their workshop periods, the groups made up of pupils enrolled in the 1st, 2nd 

and 3rd years of secondary school (approx age group 14-18) then have 3 hours of classes 

covering Portuguese, mathematics, natural sciences and humanities every day. The aim is 

to prepare them for admission exams at the state government’s technical schools (local 

acronym ETECs) or to kindle their interest in continuing education.

This new organizational model was developed during 2010 and 2011 at the request of 

students who wanted to prepare for ETEC admission examination and full implementation 

is starting in 2012.
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OUTCOMES

At Ateliê Acaia, we may divide outcomes into two categories:

The invisible – and most important – one involves the affective, social and cognitive 

development of children, and observing them is a key part of the work for all team members. 

Results are subtle and can only be detected as part of everyday relationship: gestures are 

more at ease, a smile, little routines.

The other category starts with specialization. At this age, 15 to 18, teenagers can hardly 

be expected to show major productions, so results take the form of projects done in the 

course of the year in workshops, as the fruits of the more structured educational activities. 

For adults too, keeping up with orderly and more systematic activities is an achievement.

One clear result of this category is the formation and maintenance of groups:

Of the 13 students who completed Acaia’s program in 2011, 3 are enrolled at Sagarana 

and hope to go to public universities; 6 entered the labor market due to skills acquired in 

the fields they chose for specialization; 1 is enrolled at the Archaeology School of a federal 

university, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (UFR- GS), and 3 are taking technical 

courses.

Woodcuts-Ceasa – Typography and Craft  

Graphic Design:

The group remained active in 2011, welcoming new 

students with guidance from more experienced 

members, and participating in workshops at public 

schools near Acaia. Over the years, members have 

developed independent proposals such as a 2011 

calendar in partnership with the carpentry workshop, 

albums of prints, and participation in the exchange programs for São Paulo and Ceará artists 

in a Graphic Design project in Santos/SP.

Letra da Cidade produced and launched a book called “Paráguas Verdes” [Green 

umbrellas]” by Luiz Ruffato and the new edition of “Animais” [Animals], a book by 

Arnaldo Antunes and Zaba Moreau was published by Editora 34, with a print run on a 

commercial scale, greatly enlarging the scope of the work of the craft graphic design 
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group. After contact with Catherine Dixon, a professor and graphic artist, the group’s 

original woodcuts were featured in MATRIX, a British publication specializing in typography 

and graphic design.

Linha Nove Artisans:

Embroidery Group named for the shantytowns 

Favela da Linha and Favela do Nove.

They continued to show their work at several 

bazaar sales and distributed products to stores on 

a consignment basis. They held workshops at 

SESC and a panel for SESC Belenzinho.

Olhares do Beco [Alley Looks ]:

Group of advanced video students. In 2011, 

they worked through all the stages of making a 

professional-level institutional documentary (script, 

location, filming and editing).
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EXTERNAL INITIATIVES

2011 was a year of intensive work in Favela da Linha and Favela do Nove, based on 

Acaia’s hut-schools in both shantytowns which are what we call “outposts” in the field.

We opened our second community laundry, this time in Favela do Nove, and created a 

social space for women that is hugely important. Since it is a neutral space, they can gather 

and chat, exchange ideas and spend time with children who are also entertained in art and 

reading workshops. The women’s request for a laundry prompted us to set up a working 

group on adult education that is now operating in Favela da Linha, with plans for another 

in Favela do Nove.

The Ritápolis embroiderers group continues to work as a structured group called 

“Gabirobinhas.”

FINAL POINTS

We have looked into the idea of opening up our workshops to a wide range of 

attendees. For Woodcuts, we had some schools students from 2nd and 3rd grades, and at 

Typography 2, we had projects developed by outside professionals.

In 2011, we introduced Musical Fridays as part of the week at Atelier.

Pocket shows featuring professional musicians are preceded by a chat with them, or a 

discussion. These presentations are open to the general public. For 2012, we are renaming 

this project “Cultural Fridays” and we will be alternating music and films with commentary. 

Directors, scriptwriters, sound designers, and historians will be invited to plan a film or 

movie and discuss it with the audience.

The aim is for Ateliê to gradually become a cultural center and so materialize the dream 

of people from different backgrounds, cultures and values being able to come along and 

share spaces without predetermined hierarchies.

On the same lines, we set up an arts project that includes exhibitions, artists in residence, 

and interventions by guest artists. At the end of 2011, there was an exhibition at Galeria 

Estação called “Paisagens Imaginárias” showing work by the artist Marcos Freitas to 

conclude the first year of artistic residence.





AWARDS AND PUBLICATIONS

•	 Urban Age Deutsche Bank/London School of Economics - 2008

•	 Milton Santos Award of the Municipal Chamber of Sao Paulo - 2009

•	 Silvia Bracco - presentation of “Feelings Workshop: construction of a therapeutic space” 

at the XXIII Brazilian Congress of Psychoanalysis in Ribeirão Preto/SP - September/2011

•	 Fabrício de Jesus Barrio Lopez took part in the 2011 Arts Week of Universidade Santa 

Cecília (Santos/SP), with the project “Education in visual arts: the CEASA Woodcut group 

and craft graphic design”

•	 Elisa Bracher - participation in the roundtable “Reshaping the Public: art, pedagogy and 

participation”, International Seminar at the Museum of Modern Art (MAM) - Rio de 

Janeiro in December/2011 
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TEAM 

Directors
Ana Cristina Cintra Camargo
Elisa Bracher
Olga Maria Aralhe
Assistant Director
Cristina Duran Chade
Coordination office
Neusa Regiane Mendes
Operational
Gilcéria Rosa da Silva
Lucialva Valéria Gonçalves Rocha
Maria Aparecida da Rocha
Mauro Cezar Silva Brito
Osnir Alves de Souza
Rosângela dos Santos de Jesus
Simone Baptista dos Santos
Simone Santos Paixão
Wilson Guilherme dos Santos
Maintenance
Ademir Palmeira da Silva
Info Net Ware
Renato Brito de Almeida

DEPARTMENT AND TEACHER COORDINATION 

Arts
Coordination: Fabrício de Jesus Barrio Lopez
Andresa Alves Ferreira
Eduardo Consonni
Flávio Castellan
José Carlos Gianotti
Ynaiá de Paula Souza Barros
Marcos Freitas (artist in residence)

Music 
Coordination: Lucas Simões Borelli 
Marcos Azella Maltese 
Rodney Nascimento

Video 
Coordination: Veronica Lúcia Saenz Davalos 
Emerson Carlos Gonçalves 
Daniela Indianara dos Santos da Silva 
Consultants and advisors: Primo Filmes

 Digital Literacy 
Fabiana Amelio Faleiros

Language / Study
Andresa Fabiana Batista Guimarães
Caroline Florêncio da Silva
Dalila Gonçalves Luiz
Evandro Rodrigues da Silva
Leonel Parente Filho
Lisângela Kati do Nascimento
Louise Arosa Prol Otero
Marcos Roberto de Freitas Bolognese
Mayra Capelocci Luiz
Rafael Andrade Pereira
Suzete Maria Silva Ribeiro

Library 
Hilda Liberman 
Magno Rodrigues Faria

Carpentry and Math 
Coordination: Daniel Romão 
Cláudio Shiroma 
Enio Alex Assunção

Capoeira 
André Luiz Maciel Pinto 

Dance
Flávia Lia Sorela
Maria Beatriz Costilles Podgorski 

Cooking
Coordination: Paulo Henrique Duarte Martins 
Collaboration: Les Amis - Cozinha para amigos
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Sewing and Embroidery 
Bernadete Maria de Oliveira Freitas

Feelings Workshop 
Silvia Maia Bracco

Hut-schools 
Ana Cláudia Bento dos Santos 
Edmilson Gouveia das Chagas 
Fabiana França Catarino 
Liz Andrea Lima Mirim 
Márcia Rosette
Neuza Francisca dos Santos Lins 
Poliana Pereira Silva

Linha Nove Artisans 
Advisory: Teresa Cristina de Andrade Maia

Craft jewelry 
Advisory: Miriam Andraus Pappalardo

Legal advice
Sandra Alves Silva

PARTNERSHIPS

Centro Universitário Belas Artes de São Paulo 
Editora 34 
Beacon School 
Grupo Carrefour 
Wheat Orgânicos 
Ráscal Pizza e Cozinha 
Galeria Estação

HEALTH

Cardiology
Otávio Gebara

Ophthalmology 

Ronaldo Barcellos

Orthopedics

Eduardo Bracher

Clínica Axis de Coluna

Otolaryngology

André Duprat

Roberta Ribeiro de Almeida

Dentistry

Renata Corrêa de Freitas 

Psychiatry

Fernando Ramos Ashbar

CONTRIBUTORS

Architecture

Una Arquitetos

Base 3 Arquitetos Associados

Márcia Grosbaun

Sawaya Bracher Arquitetos

Attorneys

Mary Livingston

Marcelo Feller

English

At Paul’s 

Translations

Just Traduções 

Nancy Englander

PARTNERS - LEARNING EXTENSION

Apiacás Arquitetos

Ateliê Kika Levy Cris Rocha

Bita Encadernações, Caixas e Cerâmicas

Caderno Listrado

Livraria da Vila

Monika Debassa

Dali Artes e Molduras
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DONORS

Individual donors

Candido Botelho Bracher 

Dilermando Cigagna Júnior 

Ezequiel Grin

Fernao Carlos Botelho Bracher 

Heinz Gruber

Henrique Lacerda Camargo 

Nancy Englander 

Sérgio Sister

Sonia Maria Sawaya Botelho Bracher

Corporate Donors

Associação Universitária Interamericana 

Banco Itaú BBA 

Brazil Foundation

Consenso Gestão Financeira Independente Ltda 

Danone Ltda 

Editora 34

Fundação Carlos A. Vanzolini

University of Essex

Vitol Charitable Foundation
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Attendees: 35 students. 

Schedule:

Classes Monday-Friday from 6 pm  

to 10:30 pm

Extracurricular activities Saturdays

From Monday-Friday, students have access 

to the classroom to study as of 2 pm 

Hours per week: 

22.5 class room hours 

And another 6-8 hours per week for 

extracurricular activities to expand their 

cultural universe

The classroom has 15 Internet-connected 

computers available for student use.

Classes offered:

Biology 

Physics 

Geography 

History

Portuguese Language 

Literature 

Mathematics 

Textual Production 

Chemistry

Partner schools:

E.E. Alberto Torres

E.E. Alexandre Von Humboldt

E.E. Almeida Júnior

E.E. Anhanguera

E.E. Deputado Augusto do Amaral 

E.E. Emiliano A.C.A. Melo (Di Cavalcanti) 

E.E. Emygdio de Barros 

E.E. Fernão Dias Paes 

E.E. Godofredo Furtado 

E.E. Ministro Costa Manso 

E.E. Odair Martiniano da Silva Mandela 

E.E. Pereira Barreto 

E.E. Prof. Antonio Alves Cruz 

E.E. Prof. Architiclino Santos 

E.E. Prof. José Monteiro Boanova 

E.E. Prof. Manuel Ciridião Buarque 

E.E. Romeu de Moraes 

E.E. Solon Borges dos Reis 

E.E. Virgília Rodrigues Alves de  

Carvalho Pinto
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WHAT WE DO

Acaia Sagarana Study Center has been developing its activities since 2005. Its program 

offers a full range of content and good learning and studying practices to public schools 

pupils after their secondary education (“high-school”, age approx 14-18), who prioritize 

continued education as part of their plans for life.

The Acaia Sagarana study center is currently developing two initiatives:

One is a free course for 35 students who are in their third year of secondary education 

(last year of high school) or finished school the previous year. The main purpose of this course 

is to strengthen the skills students need to learn and study: broader autonomy to study, their 

relation with knowledge and ability to manage their own learning process. We believe these 

are essential tools enabling them to continue their education autonomously, at college, on a 

technical course or on a preparatory course for university admission examinations.(Preparatory 

courses for college admission exams set out to revise the entire [three-year] contents of 

secondary education in one year, which for many students is an opportunity to fill gaps left 

by their previous schooling. Their accelerated pace requires a readiness not always found in 

public school students). However, we know that having these tools is a necessary but not 

sufficient condition for admission to a good university in Brazil, which requires discipline and 

commitment from each student to advance their project of continuing education, and 

secondly, means filling in any gaps in knowledge, and revising program contents.

In order to continue this process, the second initiative being taken by Sagarana Acaia 

study center is a partnership with Curso Anglo Vestibulares [which specializes in preparing 

candidates for admission examinations].

The Acaia Sagarana study center course 

At the beginning of the year, our preliminary assessment of selected students enables 

us to appraise the group profile and define planning schedules. Contents are defined 

around the more structural aspects of each subject or field of activity.

This course covers Portuguese language, writing, literature, mathematics, biology, 

physics, chemistry, history and geography. Guidance or advice on learning and studying 

technique is provided on Saturdays, when each teacher covers their own discipline, and 
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there are extracurricular activities such as environmental studies, museum visits, talks or 

lectures and films.

Classes are taught from March through December from 6 pm to 10:30 pm, Monday - 

Friday, with a 10-days recess in July. On Saturdays, activities are held mornings and evenings.

In 2011, we got a chance to take our group of students to study the environment in 

the Pantanal, where we were met by the staff at Acaia Pantanal Center. Studying the 

environment is an extremely favorable condition for meaningful learning of multiple 

contents of many different types. We had ten days of activities related to physics, biology, 

geography and history that had a number of outcomes: a seminar with student presentations 

and keynote talk from a physicist, Prof. Dr. Michel Paty, of USP/Université Paris 7, and 12 

scientific papers, a magazine and a video documentary.

Partnership with Anglo

Our partnership with Anglo Vestibulares offers 20 full scholarships in the morning periods 

extended course for students who have finished their secondary education (“high school”) 

at state schools. To participate, students must be available all day, for morning classes and 

afternoon study sessions at Anglo’s facility, where they are given specific learning and study 

guidelines, and enjoy a conducive environment with access to all Anglo’s infrastructure.

HOW STUDENTS ARE SELECTED

Selection for the course at Acaia Sagarana study center

Places for the Acaia Sagarana study center course are offered through state schools in 

the region after a presentation, first for directors, coordinators and teaching staff, and then 

for students. The selection process involves three stages to identify students motivated to 
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learn. The first stage consists of a multiple choice test covering Portuguese language, 

mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, history and geography. This stage eliminates those 

who fail to make the grade in Portuguese and/or mathematics, and those scoring below 

baseline in three or more subjects. Note that the tests are designed to cover different levels, 

from the most basic knowledge of the subject (for example, the four operations in 

mathematics) to a level corresponding to the third year of secondary education (high 

school). The second stage consists of an examination requiring written answers and a 

composition or essay. Students who pass the second stage are interviewed and there is a 

third test if necessary. This third test is for cases in which students are already well behind 

in a certain subject and its purpose is to identify the student’s learning potential in relation 

to knowledge of this subject.

We contact about 18 schools and 2,800 students in the 3rd year of secondary education 

(high school). Applications for the selection process are collected in the schools and they 

send us a list. Around 400 students apply but only around 200 show up for the first stage 

of tests. Of these, 90% often pass to the second stage, so from around 180 pupils, only 

150 actually take the test. Of these, we pass 35 students.

The multi-stage selection process helps each student to confirm his or her interest in 

the course. We know that a great effort is required of those who make this choice: classes 

at night Monday through Friday, compulsory attendance Saturdays, homework required, 

as well as extra-classroom tasks. Many of the students have never tackled the task of 

studying at home and allocating long periods for school work too. Passing through each 

stage of the selection process confirms interest and shows an important trait: persistence. 

This is a necessary quality and only the first of many more that academic activities will 

require of these students who wish to change their paths in life through learning.

Selection for Anglo’s course to prepare for university admission exams 

Selection for scholarships offered by Anglo Vestibulares is based on an examination they 

regularly hold at the end of each year. Students who have concluded primary and secondary 

education at public schools and are availability for full-time study are selected in order of 

their scores.
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Outcomes 

In 2011, we started the year with 35 students and ended with 30. Of these, 15 (50%) 

were admitted to public universities (USP, Unicamp, UNIFESP, UNESP and federal universities 

in other states); 2 students will take courses at private colleges with a full scholarship; 10 

students will be at Anglo Vestibular on full scholarships; 3 students will be taking other 

preparatory courses.

Of the students who took courses at Sagarana in 2010 and Anglo in 2011, 14 (87.5%) 

were admitted to public universities (biology, law, economics, engineering, nursing, physics, 

languages, medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine).

MOTIVES

The Sagarana Acaia Study Center emerged from the realization that a significant 

proportion of young Brazilians have their opportunities of going to good universities 

drastically reduced by the shortcomings of a public school system that has been unable to 

cope with the challenge of ensuring quality basic education for all. In Brazil,  approximately 

88% 1 of high school students are at public schools (83.76% in the state of São Paulo). 

Only 27.35% of those who passed the Fuvest examination in 20112 enrolled at federal, 

state or municipal public schools for all (22.15%) or part (5.2%) of their high school years. 

Here it is worth noting that these numbers include students at technical schools that have 

access to better quality education as shown by ENEM scores3.

Another fact worth noting is that most public school students do not get to take 

entrance exams for the best universities. Taking for example of Fuvest admission exam: on 

comparing numbers of candidates from public and private schools, although 6-8 times more 

high school students are enrolled in public schools than private ones, among the candidates 

we find more than twice the number of those from private schools in relation to those from 

public schools (87,424 private school students and 37,729 public school students 4).

1 Source: School Census 2009/The Anísio Teixeira National Educational Research Institute (INEP), an entity attached to the Ministry 

of Education (MEC) to research and assess Brazil’s educational system. There are approximately 8.3 million (8,357,675) students 

enrolled in secondary education (“high school”) in Brazil, of which only 987,838 are in private schools.
2 Source: Fuvest 2011. www.fuvest.br.

3 The National Secondary Education Examination (ENEM) is an individual, voluntary examination set by the Ministry of Education that 

is offered annually to students completing or having completed secondary education (high school) in previous years.
4 Source: Fuvest 2011. www.fuvest.br.
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Exclusion of public school students from university blocks an important route of access 

for their participation Brazil’s social, political, economic and cultural development. The 

nation not only wastes its talents, but sees its social debt ballooning too. The Report on 

Youth at Risk in Brazil5, of the World Bank, estimates that Brazil will lose R$320 billion in 

coming decades if we do not invest in young people

According to the document “Juventude e Políticas Sociais no Brazil” [Youth and Social 

Policies in Brazil] 6, published by IPEA7 only 13% of the population aged 18-24 is enrolled 

in higher education. Note that this is well below the target set by the National Education 

Plan (2011-2020) of 33% of young people in this age group being enrolled in higher 

education. Brazil also lags behind other Latin American countries such as Mexico and 

Colombia, according to the International Institute for Higher Education in Latin America 

and the Caribbean (IESALC), attached to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization (Unesco). Add to this the fact that higher education enrollment 

among poorest students ranges from 5.6% (household income up to one minimum wage) 

to 55.6% (5 times the minimum wages).

If Brazil is to make development irreversible and take its place on the world stage, 

quality education and training must also occupy a prominent place on the agendas of 

government and civil society.

From this perspective, we see alignment between the initiatives of different sectors of 

society and government efforts to expand access to university, emphasizing the obvious 

5 Relatório Jovens em Situação de Risco [Report: Youth at Risk - ] – Vol I e II. Available for reading on the World Bank’s website – 

http://go.worldbank.org/YUIUDQBBH0

6 “Juventude e Políticas Sociais no Brasil” – Jorge Abrahão de Castro, Luseni Maria C. de Aquino, Carla Coelho de Andrade. – Brasília: 

IPEA, 2009.
7 The Institute of Applied Economic Research (IPEA) is a public foundation attached to the Presidency’s Secretariat for Strategic Affairs.
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fact that economic development, education and training are intrinsically interrelated as 

strategic factors.

The low numbers of young people from public schools at good universities in Brazil 

impoverishes and restricts universities themselves, since they lack social representativeness 

and the benefits of diversity, which should characterize them.

In this situation, through its Acaia Sagarana Study Center, Instituto Acaia attempts to 

provide an opportunity for young people from public schools to continue to build their lives 

and projects and expand their opportunities for real participation in nation building. We 

believe this is a contribution to help reduce social inequality in Brazil and democratize higher 

education.
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General Objective

Contribute to the human and social 

development of the Pantanal through 

educational activities integrated with 

preservation of its biome.

Field of activity

Municipality of Corumbá, Mato Grosso  

do Sul, in particular the Serra do Amolar 

region on the banks of the Paraguay River, 

between 56° - 58° South latitude and  

16° - 18 ° West longitude.

Target 

Riverside communities in the rural  

area of Corumbá.

People benefited indirectly

Families in Corumbá and the rural  

area of Albuquerque, teachers in the 

municipality’s public school system, public 

and private institutions in Mato Grosso  

do Sul with whom Acaia Pantanal relates 

in order to strengthen social and public 

policies with an environmental focus.

Activities

Jatobazinho School 

Community Relations

Income Generation and Crafts

Serra do Amolar Protection and 

Conservation Network 

Activities started

January 2008
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INTRODUCTION

The Acaia Pantanal Center was founded to contribute to the social and environmental 

development of the Serra do Amolar region in the municipality of Corumbá, MS. A two-year 

survey sought to understand the real situation of the riverside communities and identify 

their main demands. Once the survey concluded, we were able possible to start taking 

measures to change that situation in January 2008.

Geographically isolated, located in an area of difficult access due to regular flooding, 

this area is beyond the reach of basic public services such as education and health. There 

are few opportunities for income generation and families survive due a subsistence economy 

based primarily on fishing and collecting bait. Families are not clustered together in 

settlements or villages, but live along the river, separated from each other. Natural conditions 

hamper attempts to build roads or provide infrastructure for electricity and telephones. 

Furthermore, proximity to the Bolivian border favors contacts between riverside populations 

and drug or contraband traffic.

In this context, there is a low level of human and social development, including low 

education levels and high illiteracy rates, illicit activities, and ills such as alcoholism, sexual 

exploitation and early pregnancy.

Acaia’s first social initiative was the “Pantanal Itinerant School “ project. This pilot 

project was articulated on two distinct and complementary fronts. The first line of action 

was creating study centers in riverside residences where a professional would provide 

literacy and health education. The second line of action, in partnership with the Brazilian 

Navy, consisted of vocational training with 52 riverside dwellers obtaining small boat pilot 

licenses.

The Itinerant School Project lasted for about a year, and after that period, in which we 

were able to establish links with families, it branched out into other initiatives.

Today, the Acaia Pantanal Center develops four activities: Jatobazinho School, 

Community Relations, Income Generation and Crafts, and the Sierra Amolar 

Protection and Conservation Network .
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RESULTS OF ACTIVITIES

Jatobazinho School 

The Jatobazinho School was founded on the premises of an old inn on the banks of the 

Paraguay River in 2009. AS the fruit of a partnership between Acaia Pantanal and the 

municipal government of Corumbá, Jatobazinho School is an extension of the municipality 

of Corumbá’s network of rural public schools.

Located in an isolated on the banks of the Paraguay River, 90 km north of Corumbá 

(MS), that can only be reached by boats or small planes, Jatobazinho School started to 

provide access to elementary education for children from the riverside population.

Given the long distances and difficult access to school facilities across the region, it 

operates as a boarding school, so more intensive psycho-educational stimulation enables 

accelerated progress, and older pupils that are not in the right grade for their age can 

quickly close the age/grade gap. This is boarding school with a difference: throughout the 

year, pupils spend alternating periods of 45 days at school and 15 days at home, except for 

recess in July, December and January.

In 2011, Jatobazinho School hired a coordinator, four teachers and a monitor to cater 

for 40 students aged 7 to 17.

The excellent results achieved in 2011, with 100% passing, from 1st to 5th grade, was 

due to the dedication and selflessness of the team of educators and support from the 

operational team. Important partnerships that have now been consolidated raised the 

school to this level of quality such the Bradesco Foundation’s Educ+action Program (since 

September 2009) and the relation with the Municipal Education department of Corumbá 

(since February 2009).

Sharing the work developed with the academic community, Jatobazinho School 
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consolidated two important partnerships: every semester, Instituto Singularidades sent a 

student of pedagogy for a training period, and Transcultural Music Studies - The LISZT 

School of Music, from Weimar in Germany, sent a professor of music for musicalization 

activities with our students.

Pedagogical activities developed in 2011

Disciplines
Days  

worked
Professionals  

involved

Regular Education –  
Grade 1 - Grade 5 

history, Portuguese language, 
mathematics, geography, arts and 
sciences

204 7 educators

Extracurricular  
Activities

Cultural workshop, math workshop, 
Portuguese workshop, educational  
advice, games and recreation, 
environmental education

204 7 educators

Teacher  
Training

Mathematics, Portuguese language, 
planning, games, teaching strategies

25

7 educators at 
Jatobazinho School 

2 teachers from Corumbá 
Municipal Government

Teacher exchange 
Observation / training period at  
Bradesco Foundation’s Osasco School

1 1 teacher

Coordinator  
Training 

Organization, control, supervision and 
management of school routines

10 1 coordinator

Participation in 
Seminar

Seminar on “Innovation and Quality 
in Initial Teacher Training” - Instituto 
Singularidades (Singularities Institute)

3 1 educator
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At the end of the year, partly due to riverside families moving towards the urban area, 

9 students transferred to other schools. And 10 students graduated G5; of these, four 

enrolled with Bradesco Foundation to continue their education. 19 places were opened 

for 2012.

Continuing the plan for adapting the old hostel facilities to better accommodate 

students and performance of their activities, repair and building work was done in 2011 to 

strengthen and extend the riverside retention wall, do more work on the building site and 

start construction of a dormitory for girls.

In September with support from the Laboratory for Artificial Intelligence, Power and 

Digital Electronics (Batlab) at the Federal University of Mato Grosso do Sul (UFMS), we 

started to look at alternative ways of generating electricity for the school and repairing the 

existing system. This project will continue throughout 2012.

During the year, the work of the school also attracted media attention in the form of 

numerous reports in local media and on TV Morena.

Community Relations

The purpose of our Community Relations activity is to use healthcare, citizenship and 

educational initiatives to help raise quality of life for those residing around the Jatobazinho 

School, its pupils and employees. The activity was consolidated in 2010, but its first initiatives 

were already being implemented in 2008 as part of Itinerant School pilot project. A total 

of nearly 160 people benefited in 2011.

Activities are carried out on four lines of action:

MONITORING FORMER STUDENTS: to ensure continued education for alumni from 

Jatobazinho School at Bradesco Foundation’s Bodoquena School, Acaia Pantanal provides 

logistical support in terms of river and land transport for students and family members and 

educational support at meetings. In 2011, 5 students and their families were supported.

In 2011, a pilot project was introduced to monitor alumni from School Jatobazinho still 

enrolled in grades well below those corresponding to their age, who would therefore have 

to continue their education with the Youth and Adult Education program (EJA) in the urban 

area of the municipality. A family willing to host students who had support from teachers 
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to strengthen educational monitoring with the EJA, and support for holding vocational or 

technical training courses. The project began with two students. One of them missed family 

and decided to drop out of school and go back to live in the rural zone. The other graduated 

with distinction from the EJA (adult education) after taking IT and Soldering Assembly 

technical courses.

HEALTH AND CITIZENSHIP: Acaia Pantanal provided logistical support and accompaniment 

for pupils, faculty and staff of the Jatobazinho School to attend medical examinations and 

consultations in Corumbá and Sao Paulo/SP. Partnership with the Brazilian Navy provided 

medical, dental and healthcare for children, teachers and staff every two months when the 

Hospital Care Vessel (NAsH) “Tenente Maximiano” visited the area. Facilities at the 

Jatobazinho School were available for use by the Brazilian Navy, such as support and travel 

logistics for of their boats and personnel, as well as for their programs and initiatives for the 

adjacent riverside communities.

STRENGTHENING PUBLIC POLICIES: Acaia Pantanal acted as an audit member of the 

Municipal Council for the Rights of Children and Adolescents (CMDCA/Corumbá);

In October, Acaia Pantanal supported a field survey of the riverside populations of 

Paraguai-Mirim, Barra de São Lourenço, and Serra do Amolar in the municipality of 

Corumbá/MS to build up a historical-anthropological and socio-economic profile of the 

region, which was led by Professor José Luiz de Andrade Franco of the University of Brasilia 

(UnB).

EDUCATION AND CULTURE: An exchange program between Instituto Acaia and Acaia 

Pantanal hosted 40 students and faculty from Acaia Sagarana study center in July, and 20 

students and teachers from the geography course at a federal university, Universidade 

Federal de Grandes Dourados, to study the local environment’s fauna and flora, and the 

living conditions of the riverside population.
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Acaia Pantanal in partnership with the Culture Department of Corumbá took the first 

steps to set up an orchestra to be known as “Viola Caipira”. Under the guidance of maestro 

Rui Torneze, a workshop to train the first group of 21 students was held on November 26.

Income Generation and Crafts

Income Generation and Craft activities contribute to the development of handicrafts in 

Corumbá by creating tourism-related income opportunities. To strengthen traditional local 

handicrafts, participants were trained in the use of regional raw materials and the use of 

recyclable materials.

In 2011, work done with Vila Moinho cooperative in previous years was consolidated. 

Techniques and designs developed in the 2010 training workshops were applied to materials 

produced by the artisan cooperative. In January, a fiber workshop was held for final training 

and a management workshop was held in July, preparing coop members to manage 

business growth.

In March, the Cooperative attended the Paralela Gift Fair in São Paulo, where the 

Pantanal artisans got a chance to show their work. At the fair, the Vila Moinho Cooperative 

got orders from companies such as TokStok, which shows the success of the initiative in 

generating income from crafts for local people.

Serra do Amolar Protection and Conservation Network (local acronym RPCSA)

Acaia Pantanal is a is a partner of the Serra do Amolar Protection and Conservation 

Network (local acronym RPCSA), which is a partnership between private, governmental and 

non-governmental organizations to ensure integrated management and act to protect a 

large natural mosaic by maximizing means and optimizing financial, technical and logistics 

resources. The network’s target area runs along 235 km of the Paraguay River from Corumbá 

upstream to the Pantanal National Park.

Initiatives developed by the RPCSA partnership enable implementation for programs 

patrolling, reporting, preventing and fighting forest fires, environmental monitoring, 

scientific research and social action aimed at improving the lives of people residing in areas 

around the ones covered by the Network.

During 2011, there were 12 monitoring trips or patrols covering part of the Paraguay 

River and its surroundings.
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RPCSA also supports enforcement by the Environmental Police. Constant presence of 

the Environmental Police has inhibited illegal wildlife trafficking and fishing, drug trafficking, 

and lumber and cattle thieving. In 2011, there were 11 expeditions to take enforcement 

initiatives along the Paraguay River in the stretch under the supervision of RPCSA, totaling 

70 person-days resulting in the seizure of 1,142Kg of fish, two boats, guns, chainsaws, 

motors, and other items.

May saw the final deployment of the Communication Network, an integrated radio 

communication system for RPCSA’s partners. This system enables better development of 

Pantanal monitoring and surveillance programs.

In December 2011, Acaia Pantanal held a workshop for other RPCSA members that 

dealt with participatory planning, led by consultant Vitória Yamada. This workshop resulted 

in the Network’s Action Plan for 2012.

Tributes

In 2011 Teresa Bracher, one of the institutions at Acaia Pantanal, was awarded two 

honors. In March, she received one from the Women’s International Zionist Organization 

(WIZO) by the work she has developed and in September she received a commendation for 

legislative merits from the Mato Grosso do Sul state legislative assembly

Media coverage

Reports in the series “Challenges of education in remote regions of Mato Grosso do Sul” 

Production: TV Morena, a TV Globo affiliate 

Feature: “Jatobazinho professor is former student of Bradesco Foundation” 

Fundação Bradesco Newsletter, March 2011 

Feature: “IHP president and managers visit Jatobazinho School” 

Website, Instituto Homem Pantaneiro, June 2011
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Feature: “NGO invests in school for wetland natives in MS” 

Capital do Pantanal newspaper, July 14, 2011

Feature: “The challenge of education in the Pantanal” 

Website, SOS Pantanal, August 18, 2011

Feature: “Supervised internship at Jatobazinho School” 

Website, Instituto Singularidades, September 9, 2011

Feature: “Expedition shows harmony between nature and Pantanal natives” 

Campo Grande News newspaper, August 16, 2011

Feature: “Pantanal wetland scenario as homework: the routine of a riverside school”

Campo Grande News newspaper, August 17, 2011

Feature: “Birds from Furnas River fly to Mato Grosso do Sul” 

website Capital das Nascentes, October 17, 2011

Feature: “German professor teaches music” 

website Instituto Homem Pantaneiro, October 21, 2011

Feature: “Education, is not such basic or easy right for those living in the wetlands” 

website Expedição Pantanal, December 15, 2011

Feature: “Reunions and farewells at Jatobazinho School “ 

website, Expedição Pantanal, December 16, 2011
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Independent auditor’s report

To the Management 

Instituto Acaia 

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Instituto Acaia (the “Institute”), 

which comprise the balance sheet as at December 31, 2011 and the statements of surplus/

deficit and of changes in net equity and cash flows for the year then ended, and a summary 

of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Management’s responsibility for the financial statements

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial 

statements in accordance with accounting policies adopted in Brazil for small and medium-

sized entities (CPC - Technical Pronouncement PME - Accounting for Small and Medium-

sized Entities) and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to 

enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, 

whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with Brazilian and International Standards on 

Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and 

perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements 

are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and 

disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s 

judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial 

statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor 

considers internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of the entity’s 

financial statements, in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 

circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the 

entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting 
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policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as 

well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide 

a basis for our audit opinion. 

Opinion 

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material 

respects, the financial position of Instituto Acaia as at December 31, 2011, and its financial 

performance and cash flows for the year then ended, in accordance with accounting 

practices adopted in Brazil applicable to small and medium-sized entities.

São Paulo, March 16, 2012
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Assets 2011 2010

Current assets

Cash 3.727 375

Banks - current accounts (note 4) 161.889 238.756

Financial investments (note 5) 790.685 395.650

Receivables of projects  202.413

Advances to suppliers 28.488 33.014

Vacation pay advances  59.866

Other receivables 11.262 22.939

   996 .051 953 .013

Non-current assets 

Fixed assets (note 6) 1.388.111 825.672

ntangible assets (note 7) 605 1.265

   1 .388 .716 826 .937

Total assets 2 .384. .767 1 .779 .950

Balance sheet at December 31 

All amounts in reais unless otherwise stated
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Liabilities and net equity 2011 2010

Current

Trade payables (note 8) 310.514 140.516

Labor and social security obligations 120.244 242.968

Tax obligations 11.576 11.200

Other liabilities (note 8) 1.231.514 555.333

   1 .673 .84.8 950 .017

Net equity

Accumulated surplus 829.933 527.434

(Deficit)/surplus for the year   (119.014) 302.499

   710 .919 829 .933

Total liabilities and net equity 2 .384. .767 1 .779 .950

Balance sheet at December 31 

All amounts in reais unless otherwise stated
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a 2011 2010

Revenue

Donations from individuals (note 9) 3.893.416 3.407.541

Donations from legal entities (note 9) 380.621 447.723

Donations from FUMCAD (note 10) 311.999 1.315.255

Finance income 51.977 34.932

Other operating income (note 11) 757.529 9.003

   5 .395 .54.2 5 .214. .4.54.

Expenses for social activities (note 12(b))

Personnel expenses (note 14(b)) (2.353.594) (2.077.369)

General and administrative expenses (note 14(a)) (2.900.411) (2.619.220)

Tax expenses (29.754) (27.995)

Finance costs (8.447) (8.544)

Depreciation and amortization expenses (222.350) (178.827)

   (5 .514. .556) (4. .911 .955)

(Deficit)/surplus for the year (119 .014.) 302 .4.99

Net equity at the beginning of the year 829.933 527.434

(Deficit)/surplus for the year incorporated  

  into the net equity (119.014) 302.499

Net equity at the end of the year 710 .919 829 .933

Statement of surplus/deficit and of changes in net equity

Years ended December 31 

All amounts in reais unless otherwise stated
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Statement of cash flows

Years ended December 31

All amounts in reais unless otherwise stated

a 2011 2010

Cash flows from operating activities

(Deficit)/surplus for the year (119.014) 302.499

Adjustments

Depreciation and amortization 222.350 178.827

Adjusted (deficit)/surplus for the year 103 .336 4.81 .326

(Increase)/decrease in receivables of projects 202.413 (202.413)

(Increase)/decrease in advances to suppliers 4.526 28.345

(Increase) in vacation pay advances 59.866 (31.941)

(Increase)/decrease in other receivables 11.677 (18.045)

Increase/ (decrease) in trade payables 169.998 56.737

Increase/(decrease) in labor and social security

obligations (122.724) 107.012

Increase/(decrease) in tax obligations 376 (5.674)

Increase/(decrease) in other liabilities 676.181 29.932

   1 .002 .313 (36 .04.7)

Net cash provided by operating

activities 1 .105 .64.9 4.4.5 .279

Cash flows from investing activities

Acquisitions of fixed assets (784.129) (434.164)

Disposal of fixed assets  2.005

Net cash used in investing activities (784.129) (432.159)

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 321.520 13.120

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 634.781 621.661

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 956.301 634.781

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 321.520 13.120
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Notes to the financial statements at December 31, 2011 and 2010 
All amounts in reais unless otherwise stated

1 . Operations

Instituto Acaia was founded as a non-profit philanthropic entity on April 3, 2001. Its 

principal objective, according to article 2 of its bylaws, is to promote social assistance 

services, to individuals or to persons within the immediate family who are in a situation of 

vulnerability, exclusion due to poverty and/or lack of access to other public policies for 

children, adolescents, youths or adults, through the formation, education, professionalization, 

culture and support to psychological disorders, in São Paulo and Mato Grosso do Sul.

On October 8, 2007, the branch in Corumbá was established, under the unofficial name 

Acaia Pantanal. It started its activities in January 2008.

The entity’s funds were used for its institutional purposes, in conformity with its by-laws, 

as shown by its expenses, because 100% of its activities are carried out free of charge.

Instituto Acaia develops its actions through three programs:

A - Ateliê AcAiA - in 2011, its actions were developed under the projects named: “Acolher” 

(To Shelter) “Autonomia” (Autonomy) and “Ações Externas” (External Actions). In 2011, 

assistance was provided to: 20 children from zero to six-years-old; 100 children from six to 

eleven-years old; 110 adolescents from twelve to eighteen-years old and 40 adults. In the 

two locations which integrate the “Ações Externas” Project, an average of 30 adults and 

40 children between one and fifteen years-old received daily assistance, in the morning and 

afternoon. The assistance is provided all day long, in periods different from the school hours, 

offering support to the physical and psychological development of these individuals within 

a healthy environment, which stimulates them to learn various techniques and facilitating 

the establishment of cooperative social practices. Through a wide educational process, the 

individuals assisted can be included in society, in a fair and balanced manner, and not 

subjected to exclusion and victimization, in the districts of Vila Leopoldina and Jaguaré, in 

the West region of the city of São Paulo.
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B - centro de estudAr AcAiA sAgArAnA (AcAiA sAgArAnA study center) Project - In 2011, the 

project provided assistance to 35 students who completed the high-school level education 

in public schools, offering them the opportunity to continue studies and seek admission to 

public universities.

c - BrAnch - AcAiA PAntAnAl - In 2011, assistance was provided to 40 children and 

adolescents from seven to sixteen-years old. In a partnership with the Municipal Government 

of Corumbá, through signature of an agreement for the installation, operation and 

management of “Extensão Jatobazinho” of the Rural Municipal School of Polo Porto 

Esperança and Extensions. Created through Decree No. 565 of the Municipal Government 

of Corumbá, on February 5, 2009 , it has been contributing to the rural education in 

Corumbá (MS).

2. Summary of significant accounting policies

The financial statements were prepared in accordance with the CPC PMEs, issued by 

the Brazilian Accounting Pronouncements Committee (CPC). The main accounting policies 

applied in the preparation of these financial statements are set out below. These policies 

have been consistently applied to all the years presented.

2 .1 Basis of preparation and presentation of the financial statements

The financial statements were prepared and are being presented in accordance with 

the CPC PMEs.

The preparation of financial statements in accordance with the CPC PMEs requires the 

use of certain critical accounting estimates. It also requires management to exercise its 

judgment in the process of applying the Institute’s accounting policies. However, there are 

no areas involving a higher degree of judgment or complexity, or areas where assumptions 

and estimates are significant to the financial statements.
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(a) Determination of surplus/(deficit)

Income and expenses are recorded on the accrual basis of accounting.

Donations are recognized as income during the period of the projects and matched 

with the expenses which are intended to be offset.

Non-specific donations to fund regular operations, which are not linked to any future 

obligation, and for which there is no specific allocation established for the periods benefited, 

are recorded upon receipt directly in results as income from donations.

Donations received for specific research and social welfare projects developed by the 

Institute are recorded in current liabilities under “other liabilities”, and recognized as income 

during the period in which the objectives specified in such donations are realized 

(expenditures/obligations).

The donations, when related to a depreciable asset, are recognized as income during 

the useful life of the asset in proportion to its depreciation or disposal, as applicable.

(b) Current assets

Current assets are stated at cost, plus accrued income and monetary variations up to 

the balance sheet date, adjusted to market values when applicable.

(c) Current liabilities

Current liabilities are stated at known or estimated amounts including, when applicable, 

accrued charges and monetary variations up to the balance sheet date.

(d) Non-current assets

Fixed and intangible assets are stated at cost combined with the following aspects: 

(i) depreciation of fixed assets is calculated on the straight-line method at annual rates 

which take into consideration the economic useful lives of the assets, being 5% for vessels, 

10% for facilities, machinery and equipment and furniture and fixtures and 20% for 

computers, peripherals and tools; and (ii) leasehold improvements in connection with the 

construction of the new headquarters of the Institute in 2012, are being amortized over 

ten years, pursuant to the terms of the land lease agreement.
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(e) Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents include cash and current accounts at banks (classified under 

Banks - current accounts) and financial investments.

3 . Cash and cash equivalents

At the balance sheet dates, cash and cash equivalents comprised the following:

   2011  2010

Cash and banks 165.616 239.131

Financial investments 790.685 395.650

   956 .301 634. .781

4. . Banks - current accounts

The balance comprises available funds deposited in a current account of a first-line 

bank.

5 . Financial investments

Financial investments refer substantially to bank deposit certificates issued by Banco 

Bradesco S.A., segregated by projects:

   2011 2010

“Escola Jatobazinho” Project 231.624 239.988

“Sagarana” Project 44.368 9.656

“Acaia” Project 430.554 143.625

“Bases para o Mundo” Project 84.139 2.381

   790 .685 395 .650
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6 . Fixed assets
Annual   

depreciation 
 2011 2010 rate - %

Machinery and equipment 182.777 166.079 10

Furniture and fittingss 175.351 119.986 10

Leasehold improvements 1.770.580 (*) 1.068.256 (*) 10

Boats 59.737 59.737 5

Computers and peripherals 217.104 207.361 20

Tools 7.538 7.538 20

 2 .4.13 .086 1 .628 .957

Accumulated depreciation (1.024.975) (803.285)

 1 .388 .111 825 .672

 (*) Leasehold improvements refer to renovations made in the head office located in São Paulo.

Additions in the year totaled R$ 784,129, of which 90% (R$ 702,324) refers to leasehold 

improvements and the remaining amount corresponds to machinery and equipment, furniture 

and fittings and computers. There were no disposals in the year ended December 31, 2011.

7 . Intangible assets
Annual   

amortization 
 2011 2010 rate - %

Acquisition and development of   

IT systems 3.300 3.300 20

Accumulated amortization (2.695) (2.035)

   605 1 .265

8 . Other liabilities and trade payables

Other liabilities

The liabilities refer to: (a) donations for specific projects, totaling R$ 8,454 (R$ 8,454 
- 2010), to be recorded as income as the project expenses are incurred; (b) donation utilized 
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for the acquisition of fixed assets of R$ 1,212,599 (R$ 546,879 - 2010), to be recognized 

as income during the useful life of the asset and in proportion to its depreciation; and (c) 

donation for the “Acolher” and “Ações Externas” projects, totaling R$ 10,461, to be 

recognized as income upon rendering of accounts.

Trade payables

2011 2010

Local suppliers 304.033 115.220

Other payables 6.481 25.296

   310 .514. 14.0 .516

9 . Donations

In 2011, donations from individuals totaled R$ 3,893,416 (R$ 3,407,541 in 2010) and 

from legal entities, R$ 380,621 (R$ 447,723 in 2010).

10 . Donations from FUMCAD (Municipal Child and Adolescent Fund)

Instituto Acaia received subsidies from the Municipal Government of São Paulo, through:

   2011 2010

Municipal Secretariat of Participation and Partnership

“Acolher” and “Ações Externas” Projects (note 1) 84.630

“Autonomia” Project (note 1) 227.369 817.697

“Centro de Estudar Acaia Sagarana” Project (note 1)  477.885

“Saber Crescer” Project (*)  19.673

   311 .999  1 .315 .255

(*) Saber Crescer” (Know How to Grow) Project - the objective is to receive and emotionally structure children and adolescents during 

their “after-class” time, providing multidisciplinary assistance, meals, health care, hygiene and citizenship education. 
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11 . Other operating income 

During 2011, the entity received R$ 753,603 (R$ 5,439 in 2010) referring to credits 

from the State of São Paulo Program “Nota Fiscal Paulista” (Tax’s Invoices) and also in this 

period there was a credit of R$ 3,926 (R$ 20 in 2010) from discounts obtained. In 2010, 

the entity received from Fundação Bienal R$ 3,544, referring to a joint project.

12 . Projects

(a) Revenue by projects

   Ateliê Acaia

Resources from sponsors 2011 2010

    3.493.668 2.540.152

Donations from individuals 2.591.138 2.406.832

Donations from legal entities 122.262 117.215

Own resources/transfers  8.944

Finance income 22.739 7.141

Discounts obtained 3.926 20

Other revenue 753.603

Subsidies 311.999 837.370

FUMCAD - “Sagarana”

FUMCAD - “Autonomia” 227.369 817.697

FUMCAD - “Bases para o Mundo”

FUMCAD - “Saber Crescer”  19.673

FUMCAD - “Acolher” and “Ações Externas” 84.630

Total funds received 3 .805 .667 3 .377 .522
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 Acaia Sagarana Acaia Pantanal

 2011 2010 2011 2010

 656.660 192.816 933.215 1.166.231

 648.053 189.508 654.225 811.201

   258.359 330.508

 8.607 3.308 20.631 24.483

    

    39

  477.885

  477.885

 

 656 .660 670 .701 933 .215 1 .166 .231
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(b) Operating expenses with projects

   Ateliê Acaia

Projects / expenses 2011 2010

Personnel expenses 1.993.840 1.818.281

13th salary 127.867 109.933

Medical assistance 57.193 52.658

Vacation pay 186.653 187.516

Salaries 1.368.431 1.236.879

Social charges   175.677 174.089

Other 78.019 57.206

Depreciation and amortization 143.657 149.628

Finance costs 3.470 4.247

Banking expenses 3.470 3.831

Juros passivos  416

Public relations  1.542

Sundry taxes and fees 28.702 27.348

Facilities 496.993 232.174

Meals 300.388 283.459

Charity  76.694

Maintenance 116.891 269.330

Administrative expenses 30.946 18.653

Professional services 544.926 521.407

  3 .661 .355 3 .4.01 .221
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                                  Acaia Sagarana Acaia Pantanal

 2011 2010 2011 2010

 62.246 34.582 297.508 224.506

 3.430 3.719 20.432 14.184

   180 687

 4.301 3.991 26.973 18.894

 44.122 22.676 216.318 171.312

 10.108 4.196 27.927 17.884

 285  5.678 1.545

   78.693 29.199

 1.432 1.540 3.546 2.757

 1.432 1.540 3540 2.699

   6 58

  100 224

   1.052 647

 20.414 95.419 302.233 106.538

 28.213 3.622 56.481 55.931

  4.952 33.000 189.060

 11.700 843 77.201 101.097

 6.421 15 24.049 3.689

 519.446 375.698 329.341 280.539

 64.9 .872 516 .771 1 .203 .329 993 .963
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13 . Tax immunity and exemption

The Institute complies with the tax requirements and is exempt from income tax (based 

on art. 150 of the Federal Constitution) and the social contribution on the surplus, the 

employers’ portion of the National Institute of Social Security (INSS) contributions and the 

Social Contribution on Revenues (COFINS) (based on Law No. 8212/91).

The amounts of exemptions received during the year were as follows: 

2011 - R$ 4.69,706 - INSS Employer’s Quota, SAT and Third parties (R$ 394.,027 in 

2010) .

Free Services

All the activities developed by Instituto Acaia through the projects in its headquarters, 

branch and in the “Barracos Escolas” (Shanty Schools) are fully gratuitous for the users. In 

this context, the amount of expenses for social activities totaled R$ 5,514,556 in 2011 

(2010 - R$ 4,911,955).

14. . Other information

(a) General and administrative expenses comprise:

   2011 2010

Various professional services 1.374.945 1.184.946

Maintenance and installation expenses 433.780 291.752

Meals 385.082 343.013

Training and teaching materials 78.096 121.106

Medical 2.891 4.255

Support grants 18.768 15.575

Graphic and advertising materials 111.009 96.698

Donation expenses 33.000 27.075

Other 462.840 534.800

   2 .900 .4.11 2 .619 .220
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(b) Personnel expenses

   2011 2010

Salaries 1.628.871 1.416.346

Vacation pay 217.927 210.401

13th salary  151.731 127.836

Social charges  213.712 196.170

Other  141.353 126.616

   2 .353 .594. 2 .077 .369
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